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ST. PAUL, MINN. — Discover the intriguing tapestry of magic and tarot, woven together into daily spells 

with 365 Tarot Spells: Creating the Magic in Each Day by Sasha Graham (May 8).  

Featuring a spell each day to draw prosperity, love and money into your life, 

365 Tarot Spells helps you create abundance all year long. 

Graham guides readers in performing spells and charms to ward off 

negativity, attract love, grow money and enhance beauty. This book can be 

used with any tarot deck and features tarot spells in the form of recipes that 

invoke the senses and pique the imagination. Each 

day’s page includes ingredients, visualization, 

meditation, affirmation, card layout and an 

interesting fact. 

 Sasha Graham (New York, NY), teaches tarot 

classes and produces tarot events at New York City’s premier cultural 

institutions including the Metropolitan Museum of Art. She has appeared on film, television, radio and in 

The Wall Street Journal. 

 

365 Tarot Spells: Creating the Magic in Each Day by Sasha Graham 

US $22.99 | Paperback Original | ISBN: 978-0-7387-4624-1 

Publication Date: May 8, 2016 | Llewellyn Publications 
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About Llewellyn Worldwide, Ltd. 

For over a century Llewellyn Worldwide, Ltd. has led New Age publishing with titles that inform, educate and inspire readers. 

We are committed to providing books and tools for exploring new worlds of mind & spirit, thereby aiding in the quests for 

expanded human potential and spiritual consciousness. Visit us online at www.llewellyn.com or check us out on: 

www.facebook.com/LlewellynBooks | Twitter & Pinterest: @LlewellynBooks | Instagram: @LlewellynBooks  
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